Introduction. In the following all semigroups are of finite order. One semigroup Si is said to divide another semigroup S2, written Si|S2, if Si is a homomorphic image of a subsemigroup of S2. The semidirect product of S2 by Si, with connecting homomorphism Y, is written S2 Xy Si. See Definition 1.6. A semigroup S is called irreducible if for all finite semigroups S2 and Si and all connecting homomorphisms Y, S\(S2Xy Si) implies S|S2 or S|Si. It is shown that S is irreducible if and only if either:
(i) S is a nontrivial simple group, in which case S is called a prime; or (ii) S is one of the four divisors of a certain three element semigroup U3 (see Definition 2.1) in which case S is called a unit.
We remark that an anti-isomorphism of a unit need not be a unit. Thus the theory is not symmetric. The explanation is that semidirect product can be written from the left or from the right.
Let be a collection of finite semigroups. We define K(Sf) as the closure of Sunder the operations of division and semidirect product. See Def- (2) See references [3] , [4] , [6] , and [7] , and §4 of this paper for a discussion of machines and automata. See reference [ 5] for group theory and references [ l] and [ 8] for semigroup theory. kenneth krohn and john rhodes [April onto Sf satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.3. This last assertion is proved by direct verification. We now show that NF(/)|NF(g) implies f\g. Let S'g be a subsemigroup of Se and <f> a homomorphism of Sg onto Sf satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.3. Now by (a) it is sufficient to show that jffsf\jgfsg-Let j'g be jg restricted to S'e. And let H: ZS/-be a homomophism such that for each s£S/, H(s) = i~with <p(s) = s. Also there exists a function h so that jf<p = hjg since <p carries the partitions as is required in Definition 1.3. Then jffSf = jf(<t>fsgH) m hjgfsgH. So jffsfMtfsgMifa,-This proves (b) and Proposition 1.1. Definition 1.5. Let /: £A^B and g: £C^D. Then fXg: £(A X Q ->BxD, called the direct sum of / and g, is defined by /X^((a1,c1), • • •, (an,c")) = (/(a1( • ■ -,an),g(cu • • -,cn)). The direct sum of any finite number of machines is defined in a similar fashion. We introduce the notation (/i X • • • XfnV for F where the /, for i = 1, • • •, n are machines and F = fi
Then gHf is termed the composition of / followed by g with connecting homomorphism H. We now wish to compute NF(gHf) in terms of Sg and Sf, forgetting H so far as is possible. Towards this end we require the following definitions. Definition 1.6. Let Si and S2 be semigroups and let Y be a homomorphism of Si into endomorphisms of S2. Then the semigroup S2 XySi is the semidirect product of Si by S2 with connecting homomorphism Y. S2 Xy Si has elements S2 X Si and multiplication given by 2. Statement of the theorem. Notation 2.1. In the remainder of this paper A,B, ■■• will be finite nonempty sets. S, T,U,V, ■■• with various superscripts and subscripts will denote finite semigroups. G,H and P will denote finite groups. Sf will denote a collection of finite semigroups and 9 will denote a collection of machines.
The following semigroups and machines will play a special and important role. We now wish to combine machines by composition and direct sums. Definition 2.2. SP(j^), read series-parallel closure of 9, is defined inductively as follows: SP,( 9) -and 8PI+1( 9) = {/2X/i, f2fhfu jhh\fx and f2 lie in SP;( 9) and m, n and j are functions so tn and n are length preserving homomorphisms (. SP(>) = \J{S?i(J?), t = 1,2,---}. Remark 2.1. (a) Let fUl G 9. Then since fUx is the identity map on zZ\r0' ri( it follows that for each finite set A there exists an /GSP(J^) so that / is the identity map on^A.
From this the reader may easily verify that /t/j G 9 implies that SP( 3?) equals the set of all machines g: £ C-> D such that
where each g, is a finite direct sum of members of 3* and each A, for i = 1, ■ •■,n + 1 isa function. Hereg;: ^A^->Ai2 for i = 1,• • •,and Aj: C-»An, A2: Au-*Ati, •••,*»: A"_i2->A"i and An+1: An2->D. Each A; for i = 1, is a length preserving homomorphism.
(b) We cannot infer /, G SP( 9) from /, | f2 and f2 G SP( 9). For example, it can be shown that L\ divides a member of SP(j/i/3j) (see equations (3.1)) but does not lie in SP({/u3 [). However, the theorem of this paper implies that SP(/v U \fu3,Di}) is closed under division. Setting G2 = ^(G2) we have that G is an extension of the subgroup G2 of S2 by the subgroup Gi of Si. Since G' is a homomorphic image of G under <fi and G' is simple, ^ {1}, it follows that K the kernel of <f> is a maximal normal subgroup of G and that G'IGjCSi or G'\G2QS2 depending on whether K ■ G'2 equals K or G. This proves PRIMES C IRR.
We now prove UNITS Q IRR. We shall prove irreducibility for U3. The proofs for the remaining units are analogous and easier. We first show U3\S implies U3 C S. Let S' cS and let ^ be a homomorphism of S' onto fJ3. Let x' G S' and <p(x') = 1. Then some power e of x' is an idempotent and <t>(e) = 1. Then <p(eS' e) = U3 and e is an identity for eS' e. Let Sx be a subsemigroup of eS' e of smallest order so that <b(Sx) = Ux. Then for each Si G S! we have <t>(sx ■ Sx) = (p(sx) • <t>(Sx) = <p(sx) • Ux= Ux since Ux is right simple. Thus sx ■ Sx = Si for all sx G S, and so Si is right simple. Then by a well-known theorem (see [ l] ) Si is isomorphic to G X Rb-B must contain at least two distinct members 61 and b2 since iVi is not a group. Then U3 a* {e, (1,61), (l,/j2) ( c Si CS.
Suppose now that U3\S2XySx. By the above U3= {(b^a,), (b0,a0), (bx,ax) \ Q S2 Xy Si. As before, let px be the homomorphism Pi(i,a) = a. Pi(G3) = ja/.Oo.a!} = Si. If a0 9* ax, then Pi(f/3) cz Si is isomorphic to U3 and G3|S!. This is so because for i = 0 or i = 1, 0/ = a; implies 20/ = 2a, which implies 2 = a; for all 2G {o/,a0,ai}. Therefore we may assume that a0 = ax. Necessarily b0^bx. Let p2: U3-*S2 with p2(6,a) = Y(a0) (6) . By examining the nine possibilities and noting that Y(a/) • Y(a0) = Y(a0) • Y(a7) = Y(a0) one easily sees that p2 is a homomorphism. Further, p2 is 1:1 since assuming otherwise leads to b0 = bx. This follows since Y(a0
= (bx ■ (Y(a0)(6/)),a0) = (6ltOo). Thus also 61 = 6i(Y(a0)(6/)) which when compared with the above gives Co -b\.
Similarly we find Y(a0)(bx) ^ Y(a0)(6/). Therefore, in this case, p2(t/3) is isomorphic to U3 and p2(U3) Q S2 and so U3\S2. This completes the proof of lemma 3.2.
We next prove equation (2.2) Proof. The proof is given via the following string of statements (a)-(g). Proof of (c). We give the proof only for U = U3. The other cases are easier. PP/u3 equals m2(fsX fuxX fujrhi with S=(i?A)1 and A = [ro,rur2\. Here m^. U3\J |c}-»S X Ui X G, with m^c) = (r^r^rj and m^r,) -♦(>•;. r0, r0) for i' = 0 and 1 and ml(l) = (l,rur0). Also m2: SxfiiXt/i -*G3(j{c} with m2 being mj inverse on the image of mi and m2(rj, ri, r0) = r, for i = 0 and 1 and m2(r2, rlf r0) = 1. Otherwise m2 is arbitrary. This proves (c). (e) Let S equal (S^)1. Then fsE SP(j A./rjJ).
Proof of (e). We first see that Proof of (f). We see that (i) is trivial by taking j, to be the extension of j to e given by je(e) = e and he to be the extension of h to e given by he(e) = e.
To prove (ii) we have that efs equals p(fsXfu2)m where m: S\j{e\ -Sx £/2withm(e) = (1,1) and m(s) = (s,r0). Further, p: Sx U2->Sujej with p(x, 1) = e and p(x,r0) = x. We now prove (iii). The assertions for efG and efu3 follow from (ii). The assertion for efv follows from (i) and the assertion for efUs. Let S equal (S^)1. Then, that efs lies in SP({ A,/u3}) follows from (e) and (ii) of (f) above. Now the assertion for eDx follows from equation (1.1) and (i) of (f) above.
This proves (f).
(g) Let \ef\fE&}QSP(&). Then f£SP(&) implies c/ESP(Jr).
Proof of (g). We proceed as in the proof of (d). In case (i) we have ef = e(f2mfx) = ef2m2(efx X fRR)°rhx with /,: ]£A,-for i = 1 and 2 and R = Ax\j[e}.
Here Proof. By equation (1.1) / = jifsfh~f. Thus it is sufficient to prove equation (2.2) for fs where 5 is a finite semigroup.
We proceed by induction on the order of S. The case | S | = 1 is trivial. Now assume equation (2.2) holds for all /s-with |S'| g n. Let |S| = n + 1 and apply Lemma 3.3 to S. In case (i), Lemma 3.7 applies and we are done.
In case (ii), Lemma 3.4 applies and we are done. In case (in), Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 apply and we are done. This proves Lemma 3.8.
To complete the proof of the theorem we require the following definition. Proof. The proof of (a) follows by an obvious induction on i of and the definition of irreducible as given in Definition 2.3.
The proof of (b) follows by obvious induction on i of SP, as the proof of Lemma 3.6(d). In case (i) we use Proposition 1.2. We remark that F((Si)1, S2) is isomorphic with the direct sum of S2 taken | («Si)11 times. For (ii) we remark that SfXg\Sf X Sg. In the case (iii) we use Proposition 1.1. This proves Lemma 3.9.
Proof of the theorem. We first prove part (i) of the theorem. implies all Schreier extensions of S\ by S2 lie in E(S^). Then, again, the statement and the proof of Corollary 3.1 hold if K is replaced throughout by E. This is so since any extension of S\ by S\ is a subsemigroup of S2wSl(4) and conversely S2wSj is a Schreier extension of a finite direct sum of S2 by S\.
Thus each P G PRIMES is irreducible with respect to E. 4. Application to sequential machines. We first give a quick review of some well-known elementary results on sequential machines. See [3] , [4] , [6] , and [ 7] . M = (A, B, Q, X, 8), with A, B and Q finite nonempty sets, X: Q X A -»Q and ö: Q X A -»5, is called a finite state sequential machine. Q is the set of states. Then <-»X(*) is a homomorphism of 23 A into FC(Q,Q). Let Q, = {o' G Q|X(f)(g) = q' or g' = g}. Let i(t) = X(0 restricted to Q,.Then ^ is a homomorphism of £ A into Fc(Qq, Qq). We set ^-(^A) equal to Sq.
Now let Mq = f and assume M is reduced. Then it is easy to verify that the left regular representation of Sf is isomorphic with Sq. In particular the maximal subgroups of Sf and Sq are isomorphic so PRIMES (Sf) = PRIMES (Sq).
Let fG]£A. We say g,, • • -.g^gn+i = g, is a Moop of length n ^ 1 of M iff g, G Q for i = 1, • • •, n and g, ^ g; for 1 ^ i ^ yn, and \(t) (g;) = gi+1 for i = 1, algebraic theory of machines. i 463 Now I immediately follows. II follows from the well-known theorem that p-groups are solvable. See [5] .
Ill follows from Burnside's theorem of the solvability of groups of order p"(f. See [5] .
Feit and Thompson in [2] have proved solvability of groups of odd order, proving IV and Corollary 4.1. By assumption, size (g) ?i 2 and trivially sg ?t 2. Thus if sg = 2 we have sg=size (g). Suppose sg>2. Then PRIMES (Sg) is nonempty. So let PG PRIMES (Sg). We will show if g has any decomposition as in (2.1) with gi = fnX ■•• X fini then some /y is such that the number of states of M(fij) S; size (fP).
Let Sf = {Sftjlfij occurs as a summand in gi for i= !,•••,»}. Then PG#(-^) since equation (1.1) applied to each /y yields gGSP(/>) and thus Lemma 3.9 (b) applies. Thus by Lemma 3.9 (a) and the irreducibility of P we have P|<S/y for some /y. Let m be the number of states of M(/v). We will show size (fP) ^ m. From the proof of Lemma 3.2 there exists a subgroup G of S/0 so that P is a homomorphic image of G. The left regular representation of Sfij, and hence G, is faithfully represented by mappings on m letters. Thus G is faithfully represented by permutations on m(1) ^ m letters by restricting the representation to those mll) letters fixed by the identity of G. Now write G as a subdirect product of its transitive components. See [5] . Now P, being irreducible, must divide one of the components and thus P divides a group G, which has a faithful transitive permutation representation on m(2) ^ m(1) ^ m letters. Now choose G/ to be a subgroup of G, which has P as a homomorphic image. Then G[ has a faithful permutation representation on m(2) letters which is not necessarily transitive. By continuing the above process we finally obtain a group G(1) which has a faithful transitive permutation representation on
